
Initial Medical is proud to announce the 
launch of their new eco-friendly solution – 
Sustainable Clinical Waste Bags.

They’ve introduced 30% recycled plastic into 
their Clinical Waste Bag range, helping them 
to eliminate 80 tonnes of virgin polythene 
material from production per year – a weight 
equivalent to approximately ten African 
elephants or 33 Initial Medical service vehicles! 
This way, by switching to these solutions, dental 
professionals can rest assured that they are 
reducing their impact on the planet while still 
ensuring that any clinical waste generated in 

practice is properly segregated and contained.
Manufactured in the UK, these solutions 

are also sustainably produced and transported. 
Conscious effort has been made to reduce any 
environmental impact by reusing freshwater 
responsibly and harnessing renewable energy 
throughout production and ensuring CO2 
emissions are minimised during transport.

Make a greener choice for your practice – 
contact Initial Medical today.

To find out more, get in touch at 0870 850 
4045 or visit the website today www.initial.
co.uk/medical.

Be less wasteful with your clinical waste

Trycare Ltd, the UK’s fastest growing 
dental supplier, is the UK distributor for 
Eve surgical polishing tips and strips. 
Manufactured in Germany from premium 
grade materials, Eve polishing tips and 
strips enable clinicians to achieve the 
most natural lustre and shine on their 
restorations whatever they are made from.

The special geometry of Diacomp Plus 
Twist polishers enables clinicians to polish 
any surface with just one polisher, resulting 
in a high-shine and significant time saving. 
Offering extraordinary durability, surface 
structure preservation and reduced heat 
generation they can be autoclaved in 
excess of 25 times.

Diacomp Plus Occluflex is Eve’s unique 
occlusal polisher. It has been designed to 
achieve high-quality results on otherwise 

difficult to access occlusal surfaces. The 
twisted filaments reaching right down 
to the deepest fissures. They produce a 
high shine without the need for polishing 
pastes.

Both are used in a simple two-step 
process. First, the pink pre-polisher is 
used to smooth the restoration after 
using a gross anatomy trimmer. Then, the 
grey fine polisher is used to produce the 
final high shine finish that really makes 
restorations gleam. Perfect for use with 
Tokuyama spherical particle composites, 
which deliver their own exceptional lustre 
and finish!

For further information visit the Trycare 
website, www.trycare.co.uk, email dental@
trycare.co.uk, contact your local Trycare 
representative or call 01274 885544.

You won’t believe the gleam!

Take your career from 
limited to limitless
How you view your situation or 
your life is how it will be. If you see 
barriers, you will struggle; if you see 
opportunity, you will succeed.  

To take your dental career to new 
heights, you have to be ready and 
willing to find new ways of working, 
to seek out the chance to grow and to 
be committed to your development. 
There are many ways to push 
yourself outside your comfort zone, 
from learning new clinical skills to 
buying your own business, building 
confidence in selling to patients or 
public speaking. 

The Re-IGNITE Academy, led by Dr 
Mahmood Mawjee (pictured), is there 
to help you take those life-changing 
first steps. Its programmes will teach 
you how to strategise your growth, 
prepare for it and make the very most 
of it. It will give you the skills and 
confidence you need to go out into the 
world and make your dreams happen. 

Ultimately, the Re-IGNITE 
Academy will help you change your 
mindset and take your career from 
limited to limitless. Who wouldn’t 
want that?

Look up The Re-IGNITE Academy 
on Instagram or online to find out 
more!
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